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• Today: HW4 due
• Next Monday: Flipped 

Classroom / Project 
Discussions

• From now till the end of the 
semester, time to work on the 
final project
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Lecture Outline

• Recap: Modern Generation Algorithms 
• Evaluating Generations 
• Prompting and Instruction Tuning (Guest Lecture by Qinyuan Ye)
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Pure / Ancestral Sampling

5

yt ∼ Pt(w) =
exp(Sw)

∑v∈V exp(Sv)
• Sample directly from  

• Still has access to the entire vocabulary 
• But if the model distributions are of low quality, generations 

will be of low quality as well 
• Often results in ill-formed generations 

• No guarantee of fluency 
• Even if most of the probability mass in the distribution is 

over a limited set of options, the tail of the distribution could 
be very long and in aggregate have considerable mass 

• Many tokens are probably really wrong in the current 
context. Yet, we give them individually a tiny chance to be 
selected.  

• But because there are many of them, we still give them as a 
group a high chance to be selected

Pt
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Top-  SamplingK
• Problem: Solution: Top-  sampling  

• Only sample from the top  tokens in the probability 
distribution 

• Common values are  = 50 

K
K

K

6 Fan et al., ACL 2018; Holtzman et al., ACL 2018

Heavy-tailed 
distributions

Image Source: Huggingface

• Increase  yields more diverse, but risky outputs  

• Decrease  yields more safe but generic outputs
K
K
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Top-  SamplingK
• Problem: Solution: Top-  sampling  

• Only sample from the top  tokens in the probability 
distribution 

• Common values are  = 50 

K
K

K

6 Fan et al., ACL 2018; Holtzman et al., ACL 2018

Heavy-tailed 
distributions

Image Source: Huggingface

• Increase  yields more diverse, but risky outputs  

• Decrease  yields more safe but generic outputs
K
K

We can do better than having one-
size-fits-all: a fixed  for all contexts K
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Nucleus (Top- ) SamplingP

• Problem: The probability distributions we sample from are dynamic  

• When the distribution  is flatter, a limited  removes many viable options  

• When the distribution  is peakier, a high  allows for too many options to have a 
chance of being selected  

• Solution: Nucleus Sampling / Top-  sampling  

• Sample from all tokens in the top  cumulative probability mass (i.e., where mass is 
concentrated)  

• Varies  depending on the uniformity of 

Pt K
Pt K

P
P

K Pt

7 Holtzman et al., ICLR 2020
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Nucleus (Top- ) SamplingP
• Solution: Top-  sampling 

• Sample from all tokens in the top  cumulative probability mass (i.e., where mass is concentrated)  

• Varies  depending on the uniformity of 

P
P

K Pt

8 Holtzman et al., ICLR 2020
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∑v∈V exp(Sv)
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Temperature Scaling

• Recall: On timestep , the model computes a prob distribution  
by applying the softmax function to a vector of scores 

t Pt
s ∈ ℝ|V|

• We can apply a temperature hyperparameter  to the softmax to 
rebalance 

τ
Pt

9

Temperature is a 
hyperparameter for 
decoding: It can be 

tuned for both beam 
search and sampling.

P(yt = w) =
exp(Sw)

∑v∈V exp(Sv)

P(yt = w) =
exp(Sw/τ)

∑v∈V exp(Sv/τ)

• Raise the temperature  > 1:  becomes more uniform  

• More diverse output (probability is spread around vocab) 
τ Pt

• Lower the temperature  < 1:  becomes more spiky  

• Less diverse output (probability is concentrated on top words)
τ Pt
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Modern Decoding: Takeaways

• Natural language distributions are very peaky but the softmax function assigns probabilities 
to all tokens in the vocabulary

• Hence we need approaches to truncate / modify the softmax distribution

• Ancestral, Top- , Top-  (Nucleus), Temperaturek p
• All sampling methods above can be combined with Temperature Scaling

10

Which algorithm is the best? 

Next: Evaluating Generations
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Evaluating 
Generations
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Evaluation Strategies

• With Reference 
• Lexical Matching 
• Semantic Matching

• Without Reference 
• Perplexity 
• Model-Based Metrics 
• Advanced: Distributional Matching 
• Simplest, Most Reliable Strategy to-date: Human Evaluation 
• Even simpler and least reliable: Auto Evaluation

12
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Reference-Based Metrics

• Only possible for close-ended generation tasks
• Compute a score that indicates the lexical similarity between generated and gold-

standard (human-written) text 
• Fast and efficient and widely used 

• -gram overlap metrics (e.g., BLEU, ROUGE, etc.)n

13
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• Stands for Bilingual Evaluation Understudy
• BLEU compares the machine-written translation to one or several human-written 

translation(s), and computes a similarity score based on: 
• Geometric mean of n-gram precision (usually for 1, 2, 3 and 4-grams) 
• Plus a penalty for too-short system translations 

• BLEU is useful but imperfect 
• There are many valid ways to translate a sentence 
• So a good translation can get a poor BLEU score because it has low n-gram overlap 

with the human translation 
• Precision-based metric

14
Papineni et al., 2002
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TP

TP + FP

Recall =
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Of all the items in the prediction, how many match the 
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Of all the items in the ground truth, how many are 
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Harmonic Mean of Precision and Recall 
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Precision, Recall and F-1

• True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives and False Negatives

15

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

Of all the items in the prediction, how many match the 
ground truth

Of all the items in the ground truth, how many are 
correctly predicted

F1 =
2 * PR
P + R

Harmonic Mean of Precision and Recall 

Different value for different classes!
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• Purely precision-based rather than combining precision and recall. 
• BLEU score for a corpus of candidate translation sentences is a function of 

• the n-gram word precision over all the sentences 
• combined with a brevity penalty computed over the corpus as a 

whole.
• Consider a corpus composed of a single sentence 

• The unigram precision for this corpus is the percentage of unigram 
tokens in the candidate translation that also occur in the reference 
translation, and ditto for bigrams and so on, up to 4-grams

• It computes this n-gram precision for unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, 
and 4-grams and takes the geometric mean

• Because BLEU is a word-based metric, it is very sensitive to word 
tokenization, making it impossible to compare different systems if they 
rely on different tokenization

16
Papineni et al., 2002
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17
Papineni et al., 2002
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ROUGE

• Stands for “Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation”
• Originally created for evaluating automatic summarization as well as machine translation
• Comparing an automatically produced summary or translation against a set of reference 

summaries (typically human-produced)
• Four variants: 

• ROUGE-N 
• ROUGE-L 
• ROUGE-S 
• ROUGE-W

18
ROUGE: A Package for Automatic Evaluation of Summaries (Lin, 2004)
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level word order.  
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predefined n-gram length.
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• Also be called skip-gram concurrence.  
• For example, skip-bigram measures the overlap of word pairs that can have a maximum 

of two gaps in between words. As an example, for the phrase “cat in the hat” the skip-
bigrams would be “cat in, cat the, cat hat, in the, in hat, the hat”.
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• Does not require consecutive matches but in-sequence matches that reflect sentence 
level word order.  

• Since it automatically includes longest in-sequence common n-grams, you don’t need a 
predefined n-gram length.

• ROUGE-S: Is any pair of words in a sentence in order, allowing for arbitrary gaps.  
• Also be called skip-gram concurrence.  
• For example, skip-bigram measures the overlap of word pairs that can have a maximum 

of two gaps in between words. As an example, for the phrase “cat in the hat” the skip-
bigrams would be “cat in, cat the, cat hat, in the, in hat, the hat”.

• ROUGE-W: Weighted Longest Common Subsequence

19
ROUGE: A Package for Automatic Evaluation of Summaries (Lin, 2004)
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• Perplexity!
• Model-based Metrics (BERTScore, BARTScore, Word Mover’s Distance, BLEURT)

• Use learned representations of words and sentences to compute semantic similarity 
between generated and reference texts

• No more n-gram bottleneck because text units are represented as embeddings! 
• The embeddings are pretrained, distance metrics used to measure the similarity can 

be fixed
• Automatic metrics fall short of matching human decisions
• So, Human Evaluation!
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• Ask humans to evaluate the quality of generated text
• Along specific axes: fluency, coherence / consistency, factuality and correctness, 

commonsense, etc.
• Mostly done via crowdsourcing

• Human judgments are regarded as the gold standard 
• Of course, we know that human eval is slow and expensive 
• Beyond the cost of human eval, it’s still far from perfect: 

• Humans Evaluation is hard: 
• Results are inconsistent / not reproducible 
• Can be subjective! 
• Misinterpret your question 
• Precision not recall
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Least Reliable: Automatic Evaluation
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Cheap and theoretically consistent with 
human evaluation. BUT… reliability? 

Models evaluating their own generations 
may lead to weird mode collapsing effect
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Evaluating Systems 
without References

• Compare human / natural language 
distributions to model-generated 
language distributions

• Divergence between these two 
distributions can be measured by 
MAUVE
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Outline

● Recap on pre-trained transformers

● Overview

● Prompting
○ Zero-shot and few-shot prompting

○ Scratchpad, chain-of-thought prompting and beyond

○ Automatic prompt engineering

● Instruction Tuning
○ Supervised fine-tuning (SFT)

○ Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF)
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Recap on pre-trained transformers

Architecture

Examples BERT GPT-2/3/4 T5/BART

can generate text!

Objective masked language modeling next-token prediction denosing

Encoder Decoder Encoder-decoder

can fill in the blank!



Recap on pre-trained transformers

GPTToday is going to be a good day and here is why

ModelInput Output



Recap on pre-trained transformers

GPTTranslate this to Spanish: Goodbye. Adiós.

ModelInput Output

They can follow instructions quite well!



Recap on pre-trained transformers

GPTTranslate this to Spanish: Goodbye. Adiós.

ModelInput Output

To improve the output quality…
We can either change the input text or the model weights

Prompting Instruction Tuning



Overview

Instruction TuningPrompting

“Language Models are Few-Shot Learners” 
(Brown et al., 2020)

“Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero-Shot Task Generalization” 
(Sahn et al., 2022)



Overview

Prompting Instruction Tuning

We write instructions that models can understand. We train models to understand our instructions better.



Zero-shot prompting

You have a decoder LM, pre-trained to do next-token prediction.

You can use it directly for …

Translation
Movie Review 
Classification

Summarization

Translate English to French:
Cheese => Fromage No reason to watch. It was terrible

USC launches a $1B-plus initiative 
for computing including 
advanced computation … 
Summary: <summary>

Question 
Answering

Q: What does USC stand for?
A: University of Southern California



Few-shot prompting

“Language Models are Few-Shot Learners” (Brown et al., 2020)

Zero-shot Few-shot



Empirical results

SuperGLUE is a suite of challenging 
natural language understanding tasks.

Few-shot prompting can matches with 
fine-tuning BERT.

But still worse than the best fine-tuned 
model.

“Language Models are Few-Shot Learners” (Brown et al., 2020)



Why does prompting work well?



Why does prompting work well?

The pre-train corpus contains sequences like these

“Language Models are Few-Shot Learners” (Brown et al., 2020)



Why does prompting work well?

https://www.quizbreaker.com/blog/trivia-questions

The pre-train corpus contains sequences like these



Why does prompting work well?

In the sequence [A][B]...[A],
Some attention heads increase the likelihood of [B]

when predicting the next word

“In-context Learning and Induction Heads” (Olsson et al., 2022)



Why does prompting work well?

Say you read a detective novel. It’s like complicated 
plot, a storyline, different characters, lots of events, 
mysteries like clues, it’s unclear. 

Then, let’s say that at the last page of the book, “okay, 
I’m going to reveal the identity of whoever committed 
the crime and that person’s name is …”

Ilya Sutskever, OpenAI

Next-token prediction requires deep understanding and reasoning.

“Fireside Chat with Ilya Sutskever and Jensen Huang: AI Today and Vision of the Future” [Video]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yquJiNKlAE


Fine-tuning vs. prompting

Fine-tuning

● Train model weights on examples
● Can learn from a large training set
● Inference sequence is short

○ Just the input
● Typically works with smaller LMs

○ < 3B
● One specialized model for each task

Zero-shot/Few-shot Prompting

● Does not update model weights
● Usually uses <32 examples
● Inference sequence is long

○ Few-shot examples + the input
● Typically works with larger LMs

○ > 10B
● One fixed model for many task



Limitation 1

Accuracy is sensitive to prompt design

Prompt format

Slides adapted  from “Calibrate Before Use: Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language Models” (Zhao et al., 2021) [slides]

https://www.ericswallace.com/slides_and_posters/calibration_slides.pdf


Limitation 1

Accuracy is sensitive to prompt design

in-context example 
selection

in-context example 
permutation

Slides adapted  from “Calibrate Before Use: Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language Models” (Zhao et al., 2021) [slides]

https://www.ericswallace.com/slides_and_posters/calibration_slides.pdf


Limitation 1

Accuracy is sensitive to prompt design

in-context example selection in-context example permutationPrompt format

Solution: contextual calibration

Majority label bias Recency biasCommon token bias



Solution: contextual calibration

Slides adapted  from “Calibrate Before Use: Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language Models” (Zhao et al., 2021) [slides]

https://www.ericswallace.com/slides_and_posters/calibration_slides.pdf


Limitation 2

Are these models really learning in-context?
random labels

(perhaps wrong labels)

positive

negative

positive

right labels

positive

The model can still get it right?!

“Rethinking the Role of Demonstrations: What Makes In-Context Learning Work?” (Min et al., 2022)
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Are these models really learning in-context?

Limitation 2

“Rethinking the Role of Demonstrations: What Makes In-Context Learning Work?” (Min et al., 2022)



Are these models really learning in-context?

Limitation 2

“Rethinking the Role of Demonstrations: What Makes In-Context Learning Work?” (Min et al., 2022)

Benefits much from

Benefits little from



Are these models really learning in-context? 

Limitation 2

“Larger language models do in-context learning differently” (Wei et al., 2023)

Maybe larger LMs are able to do this

Gaps are smaller with larger models



Are these models really learning in-context? 

Limitation 2

“Ground-Truth Labels Matter: A Deeper Look into Input-Label Demonstrations” (Yoo & Kim et al., 2022)

Maybe it’s task specific?



What are LLMs not good at (yet)?

When the task is complex, the model may benefit from …

● producing necessary intermediate steps to derive the answer
● having extra “thinking” time



Scratchpad prompting

Polynomial Evaluation

“Show Your Work: Scratchpads for Intermediate Computation with Language Models” (Nye et al., 2021)



Chain-of-thought prompting

Grade-school math problems

“Chain-of-Thought Prompting Elicits Reasoning in Large Language Models” (Wei et al., 2022)



Chain-of-thought prompting

“Large Language Models are Zero-Shot Reasoners” (Kojima et al., 2022)



More prompt-based methods

More complex tasks 
such as …

Game of 24
Creative writing
5x5 crossword puzzles

“Tree of Thoughts: Deliberate Problem Solving with Large Language Models” (Yao et al., 2023)



Prompting LLMs for more complicated workflows

● Recall some related context before answering the question?
○ Recitation-augmented generation (Sun et al., 2023)
○ Analogical prompting (Yasunaga et al., 2023)

● Double check and reflect on their own answers?
○ Self-refine (Madaan et al., 2023)
○ Self-debug (Chen et al., 2023)

● Reason and interact with the external world?
○ ReAct prompting (Yao et al., 2022)

● Use external knowledge or tools?
○ Retrieval augmentation (Shi et al., 2023)
○ Tool (calculator, calendar, …) augmentation (Schick et al., 2023)

Be creative and create your own!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.01296
https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.01714
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.17651
https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.05128
https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.03629
https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.12652
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.04761


Prompt Engineering

Models are sensitive to prompt format.

Summarization
USC launches a $1B-plus initiative 
for computing including 
advanced computation … 
Summary: <summary>

USC launches a $1B-plus initiative 
for computing including 
advanced computation … 
TL;DR: <summary>

People who keep trying new prompts for better performance

Usually via tedious trial-and-error efforts

Prompt Engineer Automatic Prompt Engineer?



Automatic Prompt Engineering

“AutoPrompt: Eliciting Knowledge from Language Models w/ Automatically Generated Prompts” (Shin et al., 2020) [Video]

AutoPrompt (Shin et al., 2020)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBMT_oOCBbc


Automatic Prompt Engineering

“AutoPrompt: Eliciting Knowledge from Language Models w/ Automatically Generated Prompts” (Shin et al., 2020) [Video]

AutoPrompt (Shin et al., 2020)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBMT_oOCBbc


Automatic Prompt Engineering

“AutoPrompt: Eliciting Knowledge from Language Models w/ Automatically Generated Prompts” (Shin et al., 2020) [Video]

AutoPrompt (Shin et al., 2020)

● Not very interpretable
● Requires white-box 

access to the LM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBMT_oOCBbc


Automatic Prompt Engineering APE (Zhou et al., 2022)

“Large Language Models Are Human-Level Prompt Engineers” (Zhou et al., 2022)

● Limited to paraphrasing; 
Lacks more targeted 
prompt edits

● Prompt LMs to do 
prompt engineering for 
us.



Automatic Prompt Engineering APE (Zhou et al., 2022)

“Large Language Models Are Human-Level Prompt Engineers” (Zhou et al., 2022)



Automatic Prompt Engineering ProTeGi (Pryzant et al., 2023)

“Automatic Prompt Optimization with “Gradient Descent” and Beam Search” (Pryzant et al., 2023)

Step 1
inspect a batch of examples and 

generate prompt editing 
suggestions (“gradients”)

Step 2
apply the “gradients” to generate 

new prompts.



Automatic Prompt Engineering

Extending from APO

My recent work

+ Generate the “gradient” more carefully by 
thinking step by step

+ Optimization-inspired components such 
as step size, momentum

Let’s solve this problem by considering all the details. Pay attention to 
each piece of information, remember to add or subtract as needed, and 

perform the calculations step by step.



Automatic Prompt Engineering



Overview

Prompting Instruction Tuning

We write instructions that models can understand. We train models to understand our instructions better.



Instruction Tuning

Only a small portion of the pre-training corpus are 
relevant to the tasks we care about:

Question answering, summarization, sentiment 
classification, following instructions …

How to make LMs better at the tasks we care about?

books news

wikipedia

blogs

Pre-training Corpus

Instruction Tuning

forums



Supervised Fine-tuning

“Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero-Shot Task Generalization” (Sahn et al., 2022)



Supervised Fine-tuning

“Finetuned Language Models Are Zero-Shot Learners” (Wei et al., 2022)



Supervised Fine-tuning

“Cross-Task Generalization via Natural Language Crowdsourcing Instructions” (Mishra et al., 2022)



Supervised Fine-tuning

Core concept
Unify different language tasks in the format of instruction following

Follow instructions of seen tasks

Follow instructions of unseen tasks



Supervised Fine-tuning

Scaling # tasks

In supervised learning, more data -> better model

For instruction following models, more tasks -> better instruction-following model

“Super-NaturalInstructions: Generalization via Declarative Instructions on 1600+ NLP Tasks” (Wang et al., 2022)



Supervised Fine-tuning

More diversity in tasks and prompts

“Self-Instruct: Aligning Language Models with Self-Generated Instructions” (Wang et al., 2023)



Supervised Fine-tuning

Mixing different 

prompting methods

Zero-shot / Few-shot

Multilingual data

Chain-of-thought

“The Flan Collection: Designing Data and Methods for Effective Instruction Tuning” (Longpre et al., 2023)



Supervised Fine-tuning

“The Flan Collection: Designing Data and Methods for Effective Instruction Tuning” (Longpre et al., 2023)



Input inversion

Turn one example into 6 training examples



Reinforcement learning from human feedback



Reinforcement learning from human feedback

“Training language models to follow instructions with human feedback” (Ouyang et al., 2022)

Will be covered in upcoming lectures.



Reinforcement learning from human feedback

Why do we need RL? Why is supervised fine-tuning not enough?

● Ryan Lowe: One way to think about it is: RLHF helps you get more fine-grained tuning of 
model behavior whereas supervised fine-tuning and collecting demonstrations can more 
drastically shift model behavior. [source]

● Yoav Goldberg: We want to encourage the model to answer based on its internal knowledge, 
but we don't know what this internal knowledge contains. [Supervised learning may] 
encourage the model to "lie". [source] [talk by John Shulman]

https://arize.com/blog/openai-on-rlhf/
https://gist.github.com/yoavg/6bff0fecd65950898eba1bb321cfbd81
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhiLw5Q_UFg
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